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ABSTRCT: The objective of Government of India is to provide comprehensive integrated health care to the rural people underthe
umbrella of National Rural Health Mission (NRHM). Avillage level Female community health worker “Accredited Social
HealthActivist” (ASHA)’ acts as an interface between the communityand the public health system. Therefore present study
wasconducted to access the socio-demographic profile of ASHAworkers and to assess the knowledge awareness and practice oftheir
responsibilities.Mobile technologies have penetrated rural parts of the countries unlike any other technology. This canbe leveraged to
provide primary maternity healthcare services. A low cast toolkit containing AAKASH TAB (android smart phone) is designed in
such a way that it helps to take decision and supports for decision making.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the objective of providing effective, efficient andaffordable healthcare to rural population in India, theNational Rural Health
Mission, India aims to appoint afemale health activist known as ASHA (Accredited Social Health Activist) [1] in every village.
Selected from thevillage itself and accountable to it, the ASHA workers aretrained based on the principles of old learning process to
be an interface between the community and thepublic health system.Each ASHAreceives reference material in the form of books and
previous files during thelearning programmer. ASHAs, after taking up andcompleting this learning program, will be equipped
withNecessary knowledge and a kit containing necessary medicines and previous files containing records of village. After they
understand the previous file they have to maintain the similar files and records. As ASHA may be a eight pass or less many times they
do not maintain the data in an appropriate way and Many of times this data’s are lost due to improper maintenance of file. Keeping
that on and for decision support AAKASH Apps is made with the concept of iconic data entry or data entry with few clicks and
minimum data entry. ASHA can be easily trained with the apps which remove the complete file work and help the ASHA to take
decision, updates them with alerts like list of people for vaccination. Whenreal facts are asserted, the edge intelligence framework
canreturn a decision/judgment to the application. In short, edgeintelligence framework guzzles artificial intelligence in
theapplication.ASHA workers often need to refer to ASHA manual forassessing symptoms of women. The process of assessingpatient
symptoms based on hundreds of pages of hard-copyguidelines is quite cumbersome and error prone. Also, asthe ASHA and ANM
workers have the aware people about various health issues like what should a pregnant women eat what to give to a baby. Often it is
noticed that they forget to tell or don’t point out some important issues. This can be overcome with some multi language resource
containing videos which People easily understands.
II. CURRENT SYSTEM
After going through the training modules prepared byNational Rural Health Mission, ASHA workers are requiredto work in villages
to provide primary healthcare services invillages.
ASHA’s work consists mainly of five activities as listedbelow:
• ASHA worker has to make at least five home visitsto the pregnant women for health promotion andpreventive care.
• She has to take pregnant women to rural healthcenter for immunization or other services.
• In case of medical emergency, ASHA worker escortspregnant women to a PHC. PHC is manned by adoctor and 14 other
paramedical staff. PHCmanages patients coming from 6 rural sub-centersand it has got 4-6 beds for the patients.
• ASHA worker holds village level meetings withVillage Health and Sanitation Committee to increasehealth awareness and to plan
health work services.
• She maintains records to make her work moreorganized and easier.
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ASHA workers need to refer the training modules again andagain and also need to remember various patient details toeffectively
discharge their duties. Currently, ASHA workersneed to record patient details ina notebook, and later send itto the PHC. She is
supposed to maintain following records inlog books:
a) Village Health Register: This register containsrecords of the details of pregnant women and
Others whom ASHA provides primary healthcareservices.
b) An ASHA diary: which is a record of ASHA’s workand also useful for tracking performance of theASHA worker by the medical
supervisorpositioned at PHC.
c) Maintaining drug kit stocks: ASHA workers areprovided with a drug kit so as to be able to treatminor ailments/problems. The drug
kit containsParacetomol tablets, Albendazole tablets, IronFolic Acid (IFA) tablets, Chloroquine tablets, OralRehydration Salts (ORS),
and eye ointment. Inaddition, the kit may contain pregnancy testingkits, malaria testing kits, etc.
The following services are provided at the rural sub-centerby ANM or ASHA :
• Early registration of pregnant women.
• Regular weight check.
• Blood test for anemia.
• Urine test for protein and sugar.
• Measure blood pressure.
• Treatment for anemia.
• Two doses of Tetanus Toxoid (TT).
• Nutrition counseling.
• General danger signs.
• Preparing for birth.
In addition, ANM worker provides following services topregnant women with the help of ASHA workers:
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM:
We have developed a decision support system named ASHA,to enable health workers to provide maternity healthcareservices
efficiently and transparently. The ASHA can be used toregister all the pregnancies in rural parts of a country andsubsequently track
pregnant women throughout the period ofpregnancy for vaccination and periodic checkups the test results is updated with few tick
marks like yes and no.once the details are updated in the remote database doctors or experts can easily take any decisions with the help
of data. Appointment for ultrasonography, etc. may also be scheduledvia the mobile application ASHA. ASHA is the first port of call
for any healthrelated demands of deprived sections of thepopulation, especially women & children, whofind it difficult to access
health services. Keeping in mind the application is designed in such a way with fewer clicks &minimum memory load.

Fig: Android application ASHA for data entry with few clicks
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All people’s data are maintained in the database but the special decision supports are for pregnant woman and their child health. With
the ASHA application every villager’s information can be stored which will help all the details of diseases. There medicine stocks or if
any extra facilities needed. ASHA can entry the symptoms of diseases which is decision supportive. The whole system can also be
used for identification of a person or person count etc. All the data are stored in the local database of the android device and after a
particular time frame this data are damped to the remote server like an XAMMP server.
Multilingual videos stored in an android device containing health awareness can be used to Spreading awareness for health
concernsPromoting change in health related practices. Application like free SMS to a few registered numbers is also attached to the
ASHA application for the safety of the Accredited Social Health Activist(ASHA).

FIG: Free SMS APPs for Safety of ASHA
XII. FUTURE WORK
• Multilingual videos which can be used by ASHA workers for awareness like Various Dos and Don’ts during pregnancy, important
food nutrients, natural remedies, vaccinations etc. andembedding those videos in the AAKASHAapplications.
•different types of low cost devices like ECG, WEIGHT measuring device,low cast solar charger etc. and integrating them in the
android devices to make a complete toolkit.
XIII. CONCLUSION
Mobile communication networks have penetrated rural partsof developing countries, especially in India, unlike any other technology.
Android devices like AAKASH TAB come with a low cost, a rich set of resourcesand supports its local database SQLite. This
phenomenal growth can be exploited toprovide effective healthcare services in rural parts ofdeveloping world where healthcare
facilities are scarce. InIndia, a rural healthcare activist (ASHA worker) is beingappointed in each village with necessary manuals
onproviding healthcare services after training by the NationalRural Healthcare Mission (NRHM). In this paper, we havepresented
AAKASHA application built on an edge intelligenceplatform based on CLIPs Rules Engine ported to Androidplatform, which will
enable these semi-literate ASHAworkers discharge their duties in an efficient and transparentmanner. As the complete workflow of
ASHA workers isautomated, the data is stored in a backend application andcan be used for further analysis, online advice by
theDoctors, policy planning, forecast disease spread andmeasures to contain the spread.
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